PUBLIC CIRCULAR

Sub.: Adjustment of dis-engaged Guest Teachers 2014-15

In continuation of this office Circular of even number dated 20.03.2015 on the subject cited above, all DDEs / HOSs are again directed that all the dis-engaged Guest Teachers due to joining of regular teacher on selection / promotion / transfer shall be adjusted simultaneously without loss of time in some other school, if the vacancy of the subject exist in any of the school, within the district. Thereafter, the list of such adjusted Guest Teachers and their school details may be sent to this branch for necessary online changes.

All DDEs / HOSs are further directed that the list of displaced guest teachers who could not be adjusted within the district may be referred to this branch to explore the feasibility of their adjustment in other districts subject to availability of matching vacancies.

This issues with the approval of competent authority.

(N T KRISHNA)
JOINT DIRECTOR (PLANNING)

Copy to:

1. PS to Secretary, Directorate of Education, Govt of NCT of Delhi, Old Sectt., Delhi – 110054.
2. PS to Director, Directorate of Education, Govt of NCT of Delhi, Old Sectt., Delhi – 110054.
3. All DDEs / HOSs concerned District.
4. The O.S. (I.T.) to place on web portal.

(N T KRISHNA)
JOINT DIRECTOR (PLANNING)